Communications & Power Industries is your go-to source for upgrading your radar system and or legacy component replacement.

Are you seeking these upgrades to your current radar system?
- Converting to solid state
- Service life extension
- Second sourcing key components
- Component obsolescence management

CPI offers cost savings solutions as well as improved performance.
- We are the world's largest manufacturer of receiver protectors and can advise you on the greatest ROI on your next RP
- We offer a high level of vertical integration
- We have high power test capability and an in-house environmental test facility
- We offer computer modeling and automatic test capabilities

YOU’LL FIND OUR PRODUCTS IN:
- Ground based radars
- Airborne radars
- Missile seekers
- Naval radars
- Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV)
- Weather radars
- Air traffic control radars
- Navigation radars
- Fire control radars

Contact us about upgrading you radar system:
ElectronDevices@cpii.com or at +1(978)922-6000

For more detailed information, please refer to the corresponding CPI technical description if one has been published, or contact CPI. Specifications may change without notice as a result of additional data or product refinement. Please contact CPI before using this information for system design.
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